New creature

Follow the instructions to create a new creature.

How to play:

1. Cut out the spinners and use a pencil to pin a paperclip in place in the centre of the spinner. Spin the paperclip (around the pencil) until it lands on a section of the spinner.

2. Spin the first spinner to get a feature for your animal, e.g. horns.

3. Spin the second spinner to get a colour for that feature, e.g. green.

4. Throw dice to decide how many of that feature your animal has, e.g. 4 green horns.

5. Draw a picture of your new creature!
- tails
- horns
- scales
- eyes
- beaks
- feathers
- legs
- wings
- green
- blue
- black
- red
- yellow
- brown
- purple
- pink